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CRUSE DEVELGFENT COMPANY FRANKLIN MINE 


LOCATIONi 


This property comprises the greater portion of the North half (Ni) of Section 


• Eleven (11) Township Ton (10) North Rango Four (4) West, and i situated about 


three milos North of the city limits of Helena, Montana. 


•.	 FORMATION 3 


The country rook in the vicinity of Mine is mainly monzonito granite, but 


there is also some sedimentary material, hornetonc or hard slate, on a portion of 


tho ground. Gcologically the granito is thougit to be a portion of the large Butt 


granite uplift and tho conditions arc good as far as the possibilities of mineral 


are conoornod in such a formation. The hornatone is a sedimentary rock altored anc. 


hardened by contact with the granite. So far as the hornstone and granite are con -


cerned the conditions are quite similiar to the conditions of Marysville, Montana, 


*hero the best ore bearing veins arc found near the contact and the hornstone and 


granite. 


TOPOGRAPHY3 


This entire half 8eotion of land upon which this property is locatod lies at 'i; 


south end of tho Scratch Gravel Hills and in a comparatively flat section, The go 


slopes from north to south at a grade of about 150 foot to the mile and from east 


to west even less than that. There are, however, four small hills or. mounds on tiic 


property, one just west of th workings and the shafts, one at the northwest corner 


of the section and two along the line of the half section. The property lies in a 


flat or basin below the Scratch Gravel Gold diggings where some placer work was dr 


in the early days of the State. 


DEVEI,OpIENT3 


The development consists genei'ally and collectively of 2,000 to 3,000 feetof - 


shafts, drifts, crosscuts, winzes raies and stopes, The "Lead" or "Sam Gaty" vein 


is opened by a Shaft No. 1,405 feet deep approximately and by 600 to 800' feet of 


levels and crossouts, besides more or less stoping, The "Gold" vein has been opened 


by two shaft8; shaft No. 2 two hundred feet deep'and shaft No. 3 five hundred and 


fifty feet deep with 2,000 feet of levels, raises, crosecuts, stopes and other neces.. 
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sary openings. The loitudinal extent of the development covers a distance of 


2,000 feet from the face of the 100 foot level northwest to the face of the 550 foot 


level southeast. 


ORE:


The ore in the Gold vein from the surface dOwr to an approximate distance of 


200 feet. from the apex was an oxidized iron stined quartz of good shipping grade, 


as shown by the records of the company. It had a depth of approximately 200 feet o 


more and was continuously rich for a distance of 1,000 feet. 


ORE RESERVES: 


The ore was extracted and shipped to the East Helena Smelter which method of 


treatment required an ore of a grade at least $25.00 per ton or more. 


There are a large number of tons of fillings in the old stopes and by moasurinc 


the stopes on a stope map and gcing into the stopes underground before the shafts 


were filled with water, it was estimated there were stored n the old stopes 27,000 


tons or more of bro1en material, This material if extracted and sorted,, would yiol' 


10,000 tons or more which would be of fair grade, such as to be called milling ore. 


There was also found 1,000 tons of ore of a similar character on the dump at 


Shaft No. 2 or a total of 11,000 tons. 


This estimate was made as carefully as possible, after a full inspection of t. 


conditions in the stopes. These fillings are the oxidized fillings from the upper 


works. 


Ore reserves estimated in January 1917 by the late C. E. Fryberger, E.M, were 


944, 509 in ore blocked out and $1,939,311 probabj above 500' and down tc 600' 


depth. in August 1917, ';ery rich crc was bcir sent tc the East Helena Smelter. 


The oxidized fillings could be taken out, screened and milled at a profit of 


per ton or more, if there were a mill on the ground. As t the milling of 


this ore, assays and tests indicated that there might be saved on plates 6C% of th 


assay value, and 50 cents per ton additional in concentrates by tabling. A good 


saving of the balance could be made by concentration and cyanidin as previcus testE 


have shown, These concentrates would run high in value, The reason it might be 
pcs-


sib-le to treat the oxide fillings in the old stopes is because they are already mined
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and would only have to be drawn and screeed before milling. The dumps at shaft	 I 
'I 


No. 2 and shaft No. 3 were assayed and wnnt 5.00 to $6.00 per ton. 


COST OF MINING 


The cost of mining could be decreased by some changes in methods and equipment. 


A vertical shaft could be raised at the bottom level at some place suitable for open-


ing both the "Gold" vein and the "Lead" vein ir depth. Such a place would be north-


east of the bottom of No. 3 shaft, which bottom is only 135 feet below the surface. 


Then by installing electricity and electric pumping, all the water could be raised 


at one lift, making considerable reduction in cost. 


NATER a 


lNhen operating the mine, the mine pumps were lifting from the two veins as 


nearly as could be estimated fifty gallons per minute perhaps more. This water' was. 


pumped from the bottom of the No. 2 shaft up to the 200 foot level to a' point 50 


feet vertically below the surface, then run across north toward No. 2 shaft and dowr 


a winze in the "Lead" vein and finally pumped to the surface from the "Lead" vein 


shaft No. 1, from a pLint 150 feet vertically below the surface. This method was 


probably economical enough at the time, cdl things considered, when it was a pros-


pecting proposition, but could now be improved by ne shaft, one lift and one pump 


In hoisting machinery too, there is a notable element 0r safety on the right 


side in having machinery more than strong enough to do the work. 


EXPENSE OF DEVELOPMENTS 


The mine has been well handled in the way of timbering and careful mining. By 


increasing capacity of hoist and pumps at N.. 3 shaft, this Nc, 3 sh&ft cculd be SUL 


on down on the vein and more ground opened in that way, but a vertical shaft would 


be better; cost would be about the same either way. 


As far as the geological conditions are concerned there is no reason why the 


"Gold" vein cannot be expected to continue down to greater depth at least within the 


limits of the ground owned by the Compony. 


In case a decision is reached to build a mill, a new 10 stamp mill with tables 


and cyanide tanks could probably he erected on the ground complete for about $25,000, 
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arid it should be placed in the flat so that the tailings could be kept and handled 


on the Company'8 property without trespassing upon the rights of other people and 


at the same time without allowing the water to return into the workings. This could 


be easily . done on the eastern portion of the land where there is a small coulee. 


Ample space for impounding tailings may be had for years to come, and by storing the 


tailings and pumping the waterback to the mill sufficient water may be had from 


the mine, for milling purposes 


The most likely place for development with prospect of finding a large body of 


good ore is in the flat, 500' to 600' east of bottom of No 3 8haft and 500' to 600' 


north of the south side line, 


EQUIP!NTi 


The equipment on the Franklin Mine consisted of two gasoline air compressors, 


three gasoline stationary pump engines, three pump jacks and three Knowles pumps. 


Such a aso1ine equipment is not flezible and is not adapted to meeting changes in 


water flow and sudden demands of power. It is good enough at first perhaps for proc-


pecting, but when deeper mining is undertaken it should be changed for a better and 


more flexible equipment. This gas1ine equipment furnishes from 55 to 60 H.P. as 


nearly as could be estimated. Gasoline for the same costs from ? 6,000 to ,7,OOO per 


annum, putting it conservatively. Electric H.P. may be obtainedfor not to exceed 


50.00 per H. P. per annum so that in comparing it with 50 to 60 H. P. gasoline, thc: 


cost per annum would be fi'om 2,500 to 3,500 per annum, which would show great say 


ing in favor of electricity, and 6,000 or 7,000 per annum would furnish from 100 


to 150 Electric H. F. 


These figures for electricity were obtained from the Helena, Light and Railway 


Company's office and were qualified by the statement that if power were taken for a 


definite time rates could be lowered somewhat, by consent of Public 3ervice Commissio 


It is possible 75 H.P. continuously used would prove ample.







Butte, Montana, 


May 31, 1928 


Mr. Richard Cruse, Pre8ident, 
The Thomas Cruse Mining and Development Company, 
Helena, Montana 


Dear Sirs 


Pursuant to your request, I have written this report on the Franklin Mine. My 


investigation was made wholly with a view to presenting my views as to the possibili.. 


ties for ore in undeveloped parts of the Franklin vein. 


The Franklin Mine, as you snow, is now under water, and of course, the undergroun 


workings are inaccessible. i have, therefLre, confined my investigation to an exam-


ination of the surface workings, reccrds cf shipments, review of numerous reports, 


some parts of them being speci.fic in their description of details, plan maps of all 


workings and general surface geology, assay plan maps, and to interviews with owners 


and former employees .. -clear in their knowledge of the underground workings and ore 


occurrence, 


It will not be necessary in this report to follow the conventional plan of min-


ing reports wherein proximity to railroad and to smelter, top(:graphy, climate, labor 


supply, power, etc., are set forth. Suffice it to say that the mine is ideally sit-


uated fcr mining; that all economic features are most favorable. The point I shall 


emphasize is that extensive undeveloped areas of the Franklin vein will pay to decl-. 


op.


I believe my interpretation of facts, gathered from the above mentioned reliabL 


scures, to be correct. I also believe, as an engineer and mine operator, that the 


Franklin mine has very definite p.ssibilities for pay crc beyond the area already 
mined out. 


There are three veins in the Cruse tract of land, one, of very great importance, 


a gold vein called the Franklin, a fissure vein of great proven lateral extent and 


value; the second 1 a lead vein, having a course at right angles to the course of the 


Franklin and intersecting it, known as the Sam Gaty vein, a fault vein, The third 


is a promising prospect exposed in a 15 foot shaft located about 200 feet west of the 


Doe. Steele mining claim,


S
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The Franklin gold vein is without outcrop, its apex being under alluvium. It 


was first discovered by Thomas Cruse while he was mining the Sam Gaty lead vein. The 


discovery of this gold vein was a notable event in the history of gold mining in the 


Helena district. It prompted a group of men, prominent in mining to search for the 


southeast extension of the same vein beyond the south boundary of the Cruse tract. 


Those men were successful in their search and opened the southeasterly extension of 


the Franklin vein, in their own ground, about twenty-five hundred foot southeast of 


the point where Mr. Cruse had first discovered it. These two widely separated points 


on the Franklin indicated the groat lateral extent of the vein later proved to con-


tain a deposit of gold ore of unusual value and of unusual length. The ore shoot wa 


continuous for more than one thousand feet in length and extended downward to the 200 


foot level4 As a matter of fact stoping was continuous for more than 1000 feet. The 


total returns from the smelter amounted to $490,000.00. In mining parlance, it was a 


bonanza ore shoot. 


The question naturally arises--what became of the downward extension of this ox-


traordinary ore shoot; why didn't the ore go below the 200 foot level? 


In my study cf the plan and stope maps of the workings I noted that the ore boc3 


terminated at the 200 foot lovul, appc.rantly abruptly, along a line roughly paralle) 


to the line of apex. I also noted, from a review of mining reprts 1 that there was 


no zone or shoot f pay sulphide ore underlying the rich oxidized ore--a most unusrL 


condition in a vein of the type of the Franklin. I had a feeling, after reading tn 


mining reports that the abrupt downward ending of the ore shoot was structural anJ 


not mineralogical. 


I gather, from a rcprt n the mine made by W. I. Yrd, thc fllowing: 


"The best ore from shaft No. 3 was from a foot to tw feet in width, 
and supported on both sides between the walls with parallel streaks of 
quartz and vein material carrying some values until in places its total 
width between walls was 10 feet or more. In depth, however, the gold 
vein changed its character and size, became narrower, harder and less per-
sistent." 


I was convinced then that the change at the 200 foot level was a structural 


change--in other words that deep development, development below the 200, might no 


have been done on the Franklin vein. This suspicion became stronger as I proceeded. 


with my investigati0n, 


The plan map of the workings, I noted, showed an abnormal spreading of the lower 
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levels, sprawling and meandering through the country apparently with no objective. 


That groping sort of mining indicated to me that the vein on which the lower levels 


were driven was flat, in fact almost horizontal, and much unlike the Franklin vein 


to the southeast, in Scratch Gravel Mining Company's ground adjoining, where the vein 


was considerably steeper, Mr. Vord, in his report comments on this very point. He 


states:


"It is my opinion that it is possible from the 
outcrop and surface exposures that the two mines, the 
Franklin and •the Scratch Grnvel Gold Mine, may not be 
exactly on the same vein plating." 


That was a very good thought. it should have been followed up while the mine was 


open.


lNith the f6regoing observation in mind I interviewed Mr. Mulben, a former shift 


boss at the Franklin, who made the following statement to me: 


"I was employed at the Franklin mine as shift boss 
during the time the No. 3 shaft was being sunk in 
1915. Vvhen we had reached the point about 30 foot 
below the 300 foot level we began to realize that 
the vein we were sinking on was not t'he same vein 
as we had above in the shaft, so we drilled a hole 
in the foot wall 2* or 3 feet deep and the drillings 
showed by panning that it was ore. Ve intended to run the 
shuft steeper to pick up the vein in the foot wall,but 
this was never done so far as I know." 


Mr. Malben's statement throws much light on the subject, The maps show plainly 


that the shaft was not sunk steeper to pick up the vein indicated in the drill hoL, 


The shaft was 
then on a hanging wall stFinger or feeder seam, and was continued to 


the bottom on the same flat stringer, the Franklin vein itself being inthe foot 


wall u
ndeveloped, Thus the failure to find pay suiphide ore bodies in the lower 


workings is accounted for. 


The suiphide zone of the Franklin will be found intact and the downward extcnrjor 


of the ex
traordinary or shoot, mined above the 200 foot level, .will also be found. 


Pay 
values will extend downward in keeping with that type of vein, in keeping with 


the nature of the ore deposit, its great length as a single shoot of ore, and its 


mineral content, 


As to Possibilities for pay ore in the Franklin vein to the northwest of the 


Gaty fault vein I am sure, in fact I know, that well directed development in that 
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area will recover the faulted extension of the Franklin and its accompanying ore 


shoot. The evidence is clear that the rich ore shoot of the Franklin was cut off 


by the later or younger Gaty fault vein dipping to the southeast. The Franklin vein 


was pre-existent to the Gety. Its faulted extension is therefore to the west of the 


Gaty fault and to the north of the westerly projected course of the Franklin vein. 


The amount of displacement and the length of the faulted ore shoot can only be de-


termined by development. 


The narrow vein or seam, immediately to the west of the Gaty shaft in juxta-


position with the Franklin, is not the Franklin vein. It was developed here and 


there along its course in the belief that it might bethe west end of the Franklin. 


In my examination of the surface, west of the Gaty, I observed a depression in the 


surface, a dry bog had formed there. This depression has the same general course as 


the Franklin vein and may have been caused by the erosion of the Franklin vein apex. 


It is well worth investigating. The Franklin northwest faulted extension will be 


found in that neighborhood. 


Far to the northwest, just beyond the Doc. Steele lode, but still in the Cruso 


tract, a strong vein, but a small one, is exposed in a shaft about 15 feet deep. 


The vein stands nearly vertical. The quartz is 12 to 15 inches wide an is a most 


likely looking prospect. This vein strikes N 50° W, practically the same course a 


the Franklin. I have tried to trace it on the surface but found no holes on it eny-


where along its course except the shaft above referred to. 


If you should find that 1 can further your interest in this property in any w. 


please feel at liberty to call upon me.


Respectfully submitted, 


(Signed) William L. Creden, 
Mining Engineer







DATA ON FRANKLIN MINE


From Geological Survey Bulletin 842 


The Franklin mine is at the, extreme south end of the Scratchgravol Hills, Ex-


cept for a few low rounded knobs the surrounding area is nearly flat and less than 


100 feet higher than Sevenmile Creek, which is about a quarter of a mile farther 


south. The mine is only a short drive across the valley from Helena, and its hoist 


and waste dumps appear somewhat incongruous among the surrounding fields of hay and 


grain. Quartz mining was first done on the Franklin ground about 1870, on the Sam 


Gaty and Doctor Steel claims, The extent rLd production of this early work arc not 


known, .Aftcrwarcj these claims and the land surrounding them became the property of 


the late Thomas Cruse. In 1914, while the Same Gaty vein was being developed, the 


"gold vein" was discovered,, and for about three years afterward that deposit was 


mined rather extensively by Cruse and his heirs. In 1919 the mine was closed and 


its workings allowed to fill with water. According to data supplied by T. B. Miller, 


the smelter net returns on 17,250 tons of ore produced by the Franklin mine in the 


years 1914-1918 amounted to 'r490,333.73, The freight and treatment charges ranged 


from $10 to l2 a ton, and the average gross or assay value of the ore was about 
42 


a ton. About 90 or cent of the returns is to be accredited to gold and the remain-


der to silver. The ore was treated at the East Helena plant of the American Sme1-


ing & Refining Co. 


A map of the underground workings of the Franklin mine made by the late Yvillic.' 


F. Viord (p1. 4) shows the Sam Gaty or lead vein to be developed to a depth of 405 


feet by an inclined shaft known as shaft 1. There are also morö than 800 feet of 


drifts on the vein at different levels. The Gold vein is developed by shafts 2 an1 


3, which are respectively 200 and 550 feet deep. In this vein are about 5,000 feet 


of drifts, 1,000 feet of raises and winzes, and a large area of stopes. The worki-. 


described explore the Sam Gaty vein for a length of about 300 feet and the Gold 
vei:. 


for about 2,000 feet. The Sam Gat or No. 1 shaft reaches a vertical depth of 320 


feet, and shaft 3, on the Gold vein, about 135 feet. A point about 20 feet deeper 


is reached by a winze from the east end of the lowest level on the Gold vein. 


The Sam Gaty or lead vein strikes N. 50°-55° E. and dips 40-65° SE., the steep-
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ening of the dip beginning below the third level. The Gold vein has an average 


strike of about N. .450 W. and a dip of 100_200 NE. The two veins thus intersect 


nearly at right angles, and, according to Word, the Sam Gaty vein cuts and displaces 


the Gold vein 12 foot, the downthrow being on the hanging wall or southeast side. In 


the extreme eastern workings the Gold vein is cut and displaced a few feet by two 


vertical faults of easterly trend, and about 350 feet east of the main incline (shaft 


3) the vein is involved in a trough or flexure 150 feet or more wide that causes the 


dip to increase to 200 or more. Beyond this flexure the dip decreases to about 100. 


From the report by .àrd referred to, it is learned that the Sam Gaty vein as 


exposod in the first two levels is from 2 to 4 feet wide and bounded by well-defined 


walls of granite and hornstone. Ore shoots 6 to 8 inches wide carry lead, gold, 


silver, and a little copper. Samples of them assayed from 2.80 to 29 a ton. The 


remainder of the veinis crushed granite, quartz, and gouge. The vein is oxidized 


near the surface, and sulphides appear below. 


The Gold vein in its northwesternmost exposures is 1 foot or less wide. Near 


the intersection with the Sam Gaty vein and for a considerable distance to thesouth-


east it is wider, in places reaching 10 feet or more. Near the main or No. 3 shaft 


high-grade ore formed a streak froi. 1 to 2 feet wide that was inclosod by layers & 


quartz and vein matter of less value. From the surface down to the 20Ofoot leve] 


(50 feet vertically below the surface) the ore consisted of Iron oxides and quartz, 


The main ore body of shipping grade extended along the strike for 1,000 feet or mor. 


Below the 200-foot level the vein filling is a vitreous white quartz containing py 


and a few grains of galena. Very little free gold is present. Samples ropresentiig 


this matcri1 contined from ,.2 to 44 in gold and 0.09 to 3 ounces of silver to the 


ton. In a few samples lead ranged from 0.6 to 11.5 per cent. Fragments on the duij 


of the main shaft on the Gold vein consist of white quartz with scattered grains o' 


iron oxides that were evidently derived from the oxidation. of pyrite. Seams in tij 


quartz are scattily coated with iron and manganese oxides, .Another variety that 


probably came from the unoxidized part of the vein consists of dense white quartz, 


with scattered grains of pyrite and here and there a grain of galena. The wall rock 


is granite that contains masses of quartz-mica schist, hornstone, and other products 
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of contact metamorphism. Apparantly these bodies are included fragments of the 


sedimentary rocks (Belt series) 
which the granite has Intruded. Near the vein, as 


shown by surface exposures, the feldspars of the granite are 
partly altered to 


sericite. In the eastern part of the Gold vein workings there is a 
parallel vein 


in the footwall from which a little ore has been stoped. 


The horizontal persistence of both the Sam Gaty and the Gold veins suggests 


that they extend much decper than the present workings. The comparatiVtlY di'nin-


ishod value of the ore below the oxidized zone may be due to the fact that it ha 


not been reduced in bulk by the leaching out of valueless material. There is appar-


ently no reason to think that a further decrease in value will occur within a mo-


crate additional depth.
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